9:00-11:30am- Voter Focus Discussion
11:30-12:00pm- Lunch Break
12:00- 4:00pm- EViD Discussion
Voter Focus Agenda

- Introduction/Agenda
- 2016 in Review
- Top Enhancements in 2016
- What we know for 2017
- Ideas for the future
2016 in Review

★ 16.0 Software Release
★ Presidential Preference Primary
★ Congressional Redistricting
★ Primary Election
★ Presidential Election
★ WHEW! Congratulations!
Since the 2015 Voter Focus Workshop

✩ We heard you!
  ✩ Web Address Change Queue
  ✩ Scan First Registration Process
  ✩ Quality Assurance Queue
  ✩ Supervised Voting Mail ballot delivery process
  ✩ Geo Election enhancements to import
  ✩ Direct Print for Voter Focus
What may coming down the Pipeline

★ OVR- Online Voter Registration
  ★ Implementation date October 1, 2017
★ Rule 2.039
  ★ Possible Street Changes moving to Points
★ FVRS Rewrite changes required
★ Other Statute Changes
Latest Features, *what did you think?*

- Scan First Application Process
- Quality Assurance Queue
- Web Address Change Queue
- Supervised Voting
- Direct Print
Scan First Application Process

Support for the trend toward paperless offices. Work from onscreen images of voter registration applications.

Analytics
- Add a Comment column to queue
- Add queue total to Application button
- Select Registration Source when scanning
Application Quality Assurance

- QA previous users’ data-entry on voter applications

- Schedule required documents after QA process, not before.
- Analytics and statistics
- Add a Comment column to queue
- Ability to remove a record from the QA queue
- Count of applications in the QA queue
Web Address Change Queue

Address change requests submitted via the Address Change Service are now sent to the Suspense Queue. Eliminates the need to re-key the information from the request forms into voter records. (VR Tower)

- In the suspense queue, would like to display the address submitted from the web instead of the voter’s current address.
- Indicate if a Vote By Mail request is on the system for the default election.
- Print capability for ‘Unresolved Web Address Change’ sheet.
Supervised Voting

Flag vote-by-mail ballots for voters at assisted-living facilities to help you bundle together your ballots for delivery.

- Add utility to clear the supervised voting flag.
- Add permission so not all users can set this flag.
- Ability to set flag when processing a new application.
Direct Print for Voter Focus

Enables printing of ballots from EViD and Voter Focus directly to commercially available printers.

- Single Ballot Test Print Capability in Counter
- Batch Runs for Mail Ballot Delivery
- Batch Ballot Test Print Capability for L & A
- Print batch of ballots by style for Pick N Pull
Your turn!

★ What went well?
★ What could be better?
★ Ask a question of your peers
★ Share your procedures and processes
★ Great idea? Let’s hear it!
★ Too shy or on the webinar? Just email us!

Support@vrsystems.com
Thank you! Now let’s EAT!